
Little Lamb Quilt 

Step 3 

This month we are making the center square for six of the modified 9-patch 

blocks that will be part of the next border. They look a lot more involved than 

they are. 

Cut the background square 5 ½ inches. I cut a flannel backing piece the same size 

and did the appliqué and embellishments through both layers. It is up to you to 

choose using the flannel backing. Complete the appliqué and then add the 

embellishments to each block. I did free hand embroidery for the embellishments 

but the designs could be drawn on with erasable pen, or no embellishment has to 

be added. 
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           Duck 

 

 

 

 

   

****************************************************************   

     Bunny                             

Prepare all the appliqués. Position the bunny’s body. Slip the tummy 

under the body and then the arm and foot under the tummy.  Slip 

the tail in place and fuse these pieces. Add the bunny’s head and the 

insides of the ears, fuse and edge stitch all the pieces. Draw the eyes 

and nose. Add the eye sparkle. Embellish with a carrot in the bunny’s 

hands, some grass and flowers and a butterfly in the sky. 

                                                                                           

 

 

 

Trace the duck’s body, wing and beak on the fusible web, fuse to 

your fabrics and cut out. Position the body, slip the beak behind 

the head and fuse in place. Position the wing and fuse. Edge stitch 

all the pieces. Draw the eye with a black fabric marker. The eye 

sparkle is a white French knot. A dot of white-out on the end of a 

tooth pick works too. Stitch the water lines, three little gold fish 

and some grass and flowers in the background.               

 



        Dog     

    Prepare the appliqués. Position the dog and slip the foot in place. Add 

    his ear and fuse and edge stitch all pieces. Draw his eye and nose with 

    black fabric marker. Add the eye sparkle, some flowers, grass and a  

    bone for him to chew on. 

 

 

**************************************************************** 

     Chick 

    Prepare the appliqués. Position the body and slip the beak under the 

    head. Place his wing, fuse and edge stitch all pieces. Use a narrow satin 

        to make his feet.  Draw his eye and add the eye sparkle. Embellish with 

                                            grass, flowers and yellow French knot corn kernel on the ground. The 

                                            blue birds are a ‘v’ stitch.  

 

************************************************************************************ 

        Squirrel 

    Prepare the appliqués. Position his body and slip his tummy in place. 

    Slide the arm and leg under the tummy. Put his tail under the body. 

    Position his head. Fuse and edge stitch all the pieces. Draw his eye 

    and nose. Add the eye sparkle. Stitch a branch for him to sit on and 

    leaves along the branch. Stitch a sun in the upper corner. Add an acorn 

    by his arms and a couple of them along the branch. My acorns are two 

    v’s with a line between them. 

*********************************************************************************** 

    Kitten 

    Prepare all appliqués. Position the kitten’s body. Slip the legs and tail 

    behind the body. Fuse and edge stitch all the pieces. Draw the nose, 

    eyes and whiskers with a black fabric marker. Add the eye sparkle. 

    Embellish the block with grass, flowers, and a little gray mouse  

    under her foot.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

   

 

 

 


